These colors are for representation only. Color results cannot be guaranteed. Actual colors may vary. Test samples must be applied.
ColorHard

ONE-STEP COLOR & HARDENER FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CONCRETE FLOORS

Premeasured color concentrate mixes with Consolideck® LS® or LS/CS® to color, harden and densify horizontal concrete in one easy step. One four oz. bottle of ColorHard makes one gallon of ready-to-use colorant.

COVERAGE RATE 400-800 sq ft/gal. See Product Data Sheet for specific coverage rates.
VOC CONTENT <100 g/L as used
SHELF LIFE 1 year in tightly sealed, unopened container
AVAILABLE SIZE 4-oz

COLOR & DENSIFY AT THE SAME TIME
LONG-LASTING & LOW-MAINTENANCE
UV-STABLE FOR INTERIOR & EXTERIOR USE
VOC-COMPLIANT
NON-FLAMMABLE
NON-CORROSIVE

Google Chicago Headquarters // Chicago, IL
colored with ColorHard // densified with LS and LS/CS // protected with PolishGuard